Enviva Creates Jobs
and Strengthens
Communities in Florida
Founded in 2004, Enviva is a
leading global energy company
specializing in sustainable wood
bioenergy. We are the world’s
largest producer of wood pellets,
a renewable and sustainable
energy source used to generate
electricity and heat.

Enviva’s existing and possible expanded
production plants and terminal in
Florida are expected to support nearly
450 direct and indirect jobs.
Enviva’s historical investments in
Florida exceed $100 million, and
Enviva’s operating costs in 2018 were
over $80 million.
Enviva contributes to several Florida
community programs and events,
including the Children’s Miracle
Network, local high school Future
Farmers of America events, hurricane
recovery efforts, and local little league
baseball.
We provide landowners with a key
market for their low-grade wood—
including “thinnings,” limbs, tops, or
crooked and knotted trees that would
otherwise not get used for lumber or
other higher value products.
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ENVIVA POWERS ECONOMIC GROWTH AND INVESTMENT
Enviva’s Cottondale operations currently support approximately 350 direct and indirect jobs. Enviva is
considering an expansion in Florida of both the plant and port.
If the expansion is completed, it is expected to:
•

Support an increase of 20-30 full-time employees.

•

Create and support approximately 75 additional indirect jobs including logging, transportation, and
local services.

•

Represent an additional $80 million in capital investment and create over 300 temporary
construction jobs.

ENVIVA REDUCES DEPENDENCE ON FOSSIL FUELS
Biomass is part of an all-in strategy to reduce carbon emissions and limit dependence on fossil fuels.
As an alternative to coal, wood pellets help heat generators and power producers reduce their carbon
footprint up to 85 percent on a lifecycle basis, often without undergoing major renovations to their
existing structures.

ENVIVA CONNECTS LOCAL COMMUNITIES
TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Cottondale (current production plant)
Direct Employees: 100 | Indirect Jobs: 250
Port of Panama City (terminal)
Direct Employees: 3| Indirect Jobs: 25
(Job numbers are estimated.)

info@envivabiomass.com
www.envivabiomass.com

